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ECG EFP 12490 WE
Chest freezer
Product code: 100001916721
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Lots of storage space with a volume of 249 liters

D+ QUICK-FREEZING system for quick and

efficient freezing

Aluminum interior with two storage baskets

Clear control panel with LED display

Practical fast freezing function
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 Large volume of 249 l

 High freezing efficiency thanks to
the D+ QUICK-FREEZING system

(which uses a special type of cooling
tube for faster and more efficient
heat exchange)
 Freezing power of 11,5 kg / 24 h

 Temperature range from -30 to -10
°C

 Recommended internal
temperature setting of -18 °C

 Practical high temperature alarm
that lights up in case the

temperature inside the freezer is too
high

 Fast freezing function

 Clear control panel with LED
display

 Lockable buttons to prevent
unauthorized manipulation

 Climate class ST/N/SN/T

 Minimum recommended ambient
temperature of +10 °C

 Maximum recommended ambient
temperature of +43 °C

 Acceptable noise level of 41 dB

 Aluminum interior with two storage
baskets

 Temperature rise time of 28 h

 Option to choose units (°C/°F)

 Classic manual defrosting

 Castor wheels for easy handling

 Balanced lid suspension with
special hinges for easy opening

(the lid remains open on its own at
angles from 45° to 75°)
 Soft-closing lid (closing slows down

at an angle of 20°)
 Energy class E

 Energy consumption of 216
kWh/year
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Product specifications

Categories Chest freezer

Type Free-standing

Cooling system Statika

Total volume (l) 249

Net volume of the
refrigerator (l) -

Net volume of the
freezer (I) 249

Noise (dB) 41

Noise class C

Energy
consumption
(kWh/year) 216

Energy class E

EEI 100

Freezing capacity
(kg/24 h) 11.5

Climate class ST/N/SN/T

Number of
compressors 1

Reverse door
opening No

Zero clearance
hinges -

Cooling
compartment
temperature
setting -

Recommended
temperature inside
the refrigerator (°C) -

Freezer
temperature
setting Electronic

Fast freezing option Yes

Recommended
temperature inside
the freezer (°C) -18

Design

Number of shelves
in the cooling
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the cooling
compartment -

Number of shelves
in the freezer
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the freezer
compartment -

Number of drawers
in the freezer
compartment -

Number of
additional baskets
in the freezer
compartment 2

Fruit and vegetable
drawer -

Drawer for meat
products -

Number of door
compartments -

Refrigerator
defrosting -

Freezer defrosting Manual

Feet height
adjustment /
stability
compensation Yes

Vacation mode No

Fast cooling No

Fast freezing Yes

Winter switch No

Lighting No

Handle type Recessed

Temperature rise
time (h) 28

Colour design White

Ice cube tray No

Wine holder No

Egg rack No

Ice scraper Yes

Alarm Yes

985

850

600

32

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

1 025

885

625

37

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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More space for frozen food
Do you like to stock up on food? Then the ECG EFP 12490 WE counter freezer is for you. There’s
plenty of room for a variety of dishes, from meat through fruit and vegetables to ice cream, chips
and frozen pizza. The appliance offers a total capacity of 249 litres and its aluminium interior is
divided into two baskets for better orientation in the stored food. Thanks to the D+ QUICK-
FREEZING system, it works very reliably as it uses a special type of cooling tubes that ensure
faster and more efficient heat exchange.  

What's more, you’ll appreciate the high freezing capacity – the appliance can freeze up to 11.5 kg of food in 24
hours. The quick freeze function is also practical, so that newly stored food can be cooled down without
unnecessary delay. And, of course, you can set the optimum temperature of the interior of the freezer (you can
choose a value between -30 to -10 °C), with a recommended setting of -18 °C.

Practical improvements
Our counter freezer will also win your sympathy with a few little things that make it much easier to use.
What is worth mentioning is the high temperature alarm which alerts you if the temperature inside
the appliance is too high. Easy operation is ensured by a clear control panel with LED display.
Unwanted manipulation of the freezer is prevented by a practical button lock.  

The balanced suspension of the lid with special hinges ensures easy opening of the freezer and
smooth handling of stored food. In angles from 45° to 75°, the lid stays open by itself and the damped closing is
also practical (closing slows down at an angle of 20°).

Different placement options
The ECG EFP 12490 WE counter freezer falls into the ST/N/SN/T climate class and can therefore be
used in the kitchen, as well as in less heated rooms. Its ambient temperature can vary between
10 and 43 °C. In operation, the appliance reaches a maximum volume of 41 dB, so it does not
disturb you in any significant way. Easy handling of the freezer is made possible by the integrated
rolling castors.  

When it comes to energy consumption, our counter freezer belongs to energy class E. Its annual energy
consumption is around 216 kWh.
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